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Yukon Wedding (Mills & Boon Love Inspired) (Alaskan Brides, Book 1) Allie Pleiter 2013-08-28 A gold-rush
town is no place for a single mother. But widow Lana Bristow won't abandon the only home her son has ever
known. She'll fight to remain in Treasure Creek, Alaska–even if it means wedding Mack Tanner, the man she blames for
her husband's death.
Yukon Wedding Allie Pleiter 2011-09-01 A gold–rush town is no place for a single mother. But widow Lana
Bristow won't abandon the only home her son has ever known. She'll fight to remain in Treasure Creek, Alaska–
even if it means wedding Mack Tanner, the man she blames for her husband's death.Mack sees marriage as his duty, the
only way to protect his former business partner's family. Yet what starts as an obligation changes as his spoiled
socialite bride proves to be a woman of strength and grace. A woman who shows Mack the only treasure he needs
is her heart.
Every Man a Speculator Steve Fraser 2009-10-13 Americans have experienced a love-hate relationship with
Wall Street for two hundred years. Long an object of suspicion, fear, and even revulsion, the Street eventually
came to be seen as an alluring pathway to wealth and freedom. Steve Fraser tells the story of this remarkable
transformation in a brilliant, masterfully written narrative filled with colorful tales of confidence men and
aristocrats, Napoleonic financiers and reckless adventurers, master builders and roguish destroyers. Penetrating
and engrossing, this is an extraordinary work of history that illuminates the values and the character of our
nation.
Yukon Cowboy Debra Clopton 2010-10-01 Hometown girl Bethany Marlow moves back to Treasure Creek to
open a wedding planning shop for all the new brides. But when her former boss asks her to help lead a wilderness
tour before she sets up shop, she can't refuse. When she finds out the lead guide is Nate McMann, the man who broke
her heart, she's thrown into a tailspin. Nate's now a gruff rancher, hiding his heart—and a secret. Guiding loveydovey newlyweds and a sweet family have Bethany and her Yukon cowboy questioning everything they thought
was true. Except their love.

Report Upon the Customs District, Public Service, and Resources of Alaska Territory United States. Department
of the Treasury. Special Agents Division 1879
The Philippine Islands Ramon Reyes Lala 1898
Basic Economics Thomas Sowell 2014-12-02 The bestselling citizen's guide to economics Basic Economics is a
citizen's guide to economics, written for those who want to understand how the economy works but have no
interest in jargon or equations. Bestselling economist Thomas Sowell explains the general principles underlying
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different economic systems: capitalist, socialist, feudal, and so on. In readable language, he shows how to critique
economic policies in terms of the incentives they create, rather than the goals they proclaim. With clear
explanations of the entire field, from rent control and the rise and fall of businesses to the international balance
of payments, this is the first book for anyone who wishes to understand how the economy functions. This fifth
edition includes a new chapter explaining the reasons for large differences of wealth and income between nations.
Drawing on lively examples from around the world and from centuries of history, Sowell explains basic economic
principles for the general public in plain English.

One Thousand Ways to Make Money Page Fox 1900
Alaska's Daughter Elizabeth Pinson 2004-10 Elizabeth B. Pinson shares with us her memories of Alaska's emergence
into a new and modern era, bearing witness to history in the early twentieth century as she recalls it. She draws
us into her world as a young girl of mixed ethnicity, with a mother whose Eskimo family had resided on the Seward
Peninsula for generations and a father of German heritage. Growing up in and near the tiny village of Teller on the
Bering Strait, Elizabeth at the age of six, despite a harrowing, long midwinter sled ride to rescue her, lost both her
legs to frostbite when her grandparents, with whom she was spending the winter in their traditional Eskimo home,
died in the 1918 influenza epidemic. Fitted with artificial legs financed by an eastern benefactor, Elizabeth kept
journals of her struggles, triumphs, and adventures, recording her impressions of the changing world around her and
experiences with the motley characters she met. These included Roald Amundsen, whose dirigible landed in Teller
after crossing the Arctic Circle; the ill-fated 1921 British colonists of Wrangel Island in the Arctic; trading ship
captains and crews; prospectors; doomed aviators; and native reindeer herders. Elizabeth moved on to boarding
school, marriage, and the state of Washington, where she compiled her records into this memoir and where she lived
until her death in 2006.
Miss Bradshaw's Bought Betrothal Virginia Heath 2017-02-01 She'd done it! Plain, invisible Evelyn had escaped...
Fed up with being a doormat to her evil stepmother, heiress Evelyn Bradshaw pays a dissolute rake to pose as her
betrothed so she can secure her freedom. But then her fake fianc leaves her with his estranged brother Finn Matlock
and disappears! Having withdrawn from the world, Finn knows the last thing he needs is the temptation of a woman,
especially one like Evie. She has an irritating habit of causing chaos wherever she goes and being in places she
shouldn't...including, as he soon learns, his heart!
Colorado Wings Tracie Peterson 2000 Eight lives are forever altered by the events of one day. Whether they were
on the plane, or share a more distant connection, these four young couples find a dark mystery haunting their
budding romances. Waiting for God to work everything out could be their biggest challenge yet. Locked by the
past, CJ and Brad have only A Wing and a Prayer left to look toward the future. Wings Like Eagles are needed to
pull Christy and Curt out of the grips of a tangled web. Cheryl and Erik have an unlikely chance to start over on
the Wings of the Dawn. And, Debbie and Nathan receive A Gift of Wings, allowing forgiveness and healing to take
place. The Denver air is filled with intrigue and romance in these three complete novels and one bonus novella, all by
best-selling author Tracie Peterson.

Klondike Doctor Kate Bridges 2007-05-01 Hadn't she defied upper-class conventions to become a doctor? And
now a troubling secret would send her north in search of answers and adventure with the exasperating Colt
Hunter. Everything he said made her blood boil…yet everything he was made her heart race! Mountie Sergeant Colt
Hunter had sworn to protect, and he'd never met a woman more in need of protection than the headstrong doctor.
Why couldn't she understand that the untamed wilderness of the Yukon was no fit place for a genteel lady?
Together they traveled a dangerous road where duty warred with passion, and even Colt couldn't foresee which
would win out….
At Home with the Patagonians George Chaworth Musters 1871
The Willing Heart Tracie Peterson 2007-08-01 Riley Dawson has brought relief to a dying mining town, but
things go from bad to worse when Zandy Stewart won't do what he asks.
Beyond the Silence Tracie Peterson 2015-12-29 Powerhouse Team Pairs Up for Second Novel Lillian Porter has
always wanted to fulfill her mother's dream of going west, so when she hears about a nanny position in Angels
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Camp, California, she defies her grandfather and takes a chance on a new future. But she quickly wonders if she made
the right choice. There are rumors in town that her new employer, Woodward Colton, caused the death of his wife.
This accusation doesn't match the man Lillian comes to know--and Mrs. Goodman, Woody's long-time housekeeper,
is decisively on Woody's side--but many in town stay far away from Lillian because of her association with the
Colton family. Lillian's six-year-old charge, Jimmy, was there when his mother died, and he hasn't spoken a word
since. Gently, Lillian tries to coax him out of his shell, hoping he'll one day feel safe enough to tell her the truth
about what happened. But the Colton olive farm is no longer a safe place. Lillian encounters suspicious
characters on their land and mysterious damage done to the farm. Will Mrs. Goodman and Jimmy be able to speak
what they know in time to save Lillian from tragedy?
The Spell of the Sensuous David Abram 2012-10-17 Winner of the International Lannan Literary Award for
Nonfiction Animal tracks, word magic, the speech of stones, the power of letters, and the taste of the wind all
figure prominently in this intellectual tour de force that returns us to our senses and to the sensuous terrain
that sustains us. This major work of ecological philosophy startles the senses out of habitual ways of
perception. For a thousand generations, human beings viewed themselves as part of the wider community of nature,
and they carried on active relationships not only with other people with other animals, plants, and natural
objects (including mountains, rivers, winds, and weather patters) that we have only lately come to think of as
"inanimate." How, then, did humans come to sever their ancient reciprocity with the natural world? What will it
take for us to recover a sustaining relation with the breathing earth? In The Spell of the Sensuous David Abram
draws on sources as diverse as the philosophy of Merleau-Ponty, Balinese shamanism, Apache storytelling, and his
own experience as an accomplished sleight-of-hand of magician to reveal the subtle dependence of human cognition
on the natural environment. He explores the character of perception and excavates the sensual foundations of
language, which--even at its most abstract--echoes the calls and cries of the earth. On every page of this lyrical
work, Abram weaves his arguments with a passion, a precision, and an intellectual daring that recall such writers
as Loren Eisleley, Annie Dillard, and Barry Lopez.
The Third Pillar Raghuram Rajan 2020-02-25 Revised and updated Shortlisted for the Financial Times/McKinsey
Business Book of the Year Award From one of the most important economic thinkers of our time, a brilliant and
far-seeing analysis of the current populist backlash against globalization. Raghuram Rajan, distinguished
University of Chicago professor, former IMF chief economist, head of India's central bank, and author of the 2010
FT-Goldman-Sachs Book of the Year Fault Lines, has an unparalleled vantage point onto the social and economic
consequences of globalization and their ultimate effect on our politics. In The Third Pillar he offers up a
magnificent big-picture framework for understanding how these three forces--the state, markets, and our
communities--interact, why things begin to break down, and how we can find our way back to a more secure and
stable plane. The "third pillar" of the title is the community we live in. Economists all too often understand their
field as the relationship between markets and the state, and they leave squishy social issues for other people.
That's not just myopic, Rajan argues; it's dangerous. All economics is actually socioeconomics - all markets are
embedded in a web of human relations, values and norms. As he shows, throughout history, technological phase
shifts have ripped the market out of those old webs and led to violent backlashes, and to what we now call
populism. Eventually, a new equilibrium is reached, but it can be ugly and messy, especially if done wrong. Right
now, we're doing it wrong. As markets scale up, the state scales up with it, concentrating economic and political
power in flourishing central hubs and leaving the periphery to decompose, figuratively and even literally. Instead,
Rajan offers a way to rethink the relationship between the market and civil society and argues for a return to
strengthening and empowering local communities as an antidote to growing despair and unrest. Rajan is not a
doctrinaire conservative, so his ultimate argument that decision-making has to be devolved to the grass roots or
our democracy will continue to wither, is sure to be provocative. But even setting aside its solutions, The Third
Pillar is a masterpiece of explication, a book that will be a classic of its kind for its offering of a wise,
authoritative and humane explanation of the forces that have wrought such a sea change in our lives.
Tracking Stolen Secrets Laura Scott 2021-07-27 With her K-9 partner’s help, can they protect her infant niece?
Positive her sister isn’t involved in a theft ring as the police believe, State Trooper Helena Maddox and her K-9
partner must find her twin before local cop Everett Brand does. But when the niece Helena didn’t know existed is left
on Everett’s doorstep, they all become targets. Now, working with Everett is Helena’s only option to keep the
baby safe and prove her sister’s innocence… ALASKA K-9 UNIT From Love Inspired Suspense: Courage. Danger. Faith.
Alaska K-9 Unit Book 1: Alaskan Rescue by Terri Reed Book 2: Wilderness Defender by Maggie K. Black Book 3:
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Undercover Mission by Sharon Dunn Book 4: Tracking Stolen Secrets by Laura Scott Book 5: Deadly Cargo by
Jodie Bailey Book 6: Arctic Witness by Heather Woodhaven Book 7: Yukon Justice by Dana Mentink
Alaskan Rescue Terri Reed 2021-04-01 A mountain search-and-rescue mission turns into a fight for their lives.
Sent to find a wedding party that disappeared during a hike, Alaskan state trooper Hunter McCord and his K-9
partner, Juneau, discover bridesmaid Ariel Potter hanging from a cliff. But this was no accident—she was
pushed—and her hiking companions are missing. Now it’s up to Hunter and Juneau to find them…and make sure whoever
wants Ariel dead doesn’t finish the job. From Harlequin Love Inspired Suspense: Courage. Danger. Faith. Alaska K-9
Unit Book 1: Alaskan Rescue
Along the Rio Grande (Love on the Santa Fe) Tracie Peterson 2022-03-01 Is her compassion doing more harm than
good? Recently widowed Susanna Jenkins has decided to follow her family to the booming town of San Marcial,
New Mexico, for a fresh start and to aid in her family's sudden change in fortune. They are tasked with managing her
uncle's new Grand Hotel, and it takes all her patience to try to help her parents see the good of their
circumstances and relinquish their sense of entitlement. She's hopeful when her brother becomes determined to get a
job and make his own way, and she feels drawn to his kind boss, Owen Turner, who works as a boilermaker for the
Santa Fe's train shops in town. But the hard work only seems to fuel her brother's anger, and his rough new friends
give her pause. When misguided choices put Susanna's family in an even more precarious situation, she worries her
help has only made things worse. Leaving her family to fend for themselves seems like the best option, but how can
she walk away from the true friendships--and love--that she's found?

Deadly Cargo Jodie Bailey 2021-08-24 Secrets could turn deadly if an officer and his K-9 don’t uncover them.
Following an anonymous tip, K-9 Trooper Will Stryker’s drug-trafficking investigation has a new
suspect—Jasmine Jefferson, an Alaskan bush pilot he’s convinced is hiding something. But when someone tries to kill
them, Jasmine confesses she’s in witness protection. Now Will and his K-9 partner, Scout, must work with Jasmine
to figure out if the attacks are related to his case…or if someone’s out for revenge. From Love Inspired Suspense:
Courage. Danger. Faith. Alaska K-9 Unit Book 1: Alaskan Rescue by Terri Reed Book 2: Wilderness Defender by
Maggie K. Black Book 3: Undercover Mission by Sharon Dunn Book 4: Tracking Stolen Secrets by Laura Scott Book
5: Deadly Cargo by Jodie Bailey Book 6: Arctic Witness by Heather Woodhaven Book 7: Yukon Justice by Dana
Mentink Book 8: Blizzard Showdown by Shirlee McCoy
Forever Hidden (The Treasures of Nome Book #1) Tracie Peterson 2020-01-07 For Havyn Powell, growing up on
her grandfather Chuck Bondrant's dairy outside the 1904 gold-rush boomtown of Nome, Alaska, offered all she
needed. She had the love of her mother, two sisters, and grandfather. But now, at 23, Havyn realizes the stability
of her life may soon vanish. Havyn is determined to find a way to keep the family together, but her grandfather's
health is declining and everyone seems to be holding secrets from each other, including the handsome, dark-haired
stranger who recently arrived. John Roselli arrives in Nome looking for a steady, consistent job. He has grown
tired of the promises of getting rich quick and just wants an honest job with honest pay. His grandfather once knew
a Chuck Bondrant, and so when John arrives at the dairy, he's quickly offered a job--and a path to more if he wants
it. Havyn's plan for helping out the family means using her beautiful singing voice and her sisters' musical talent at
a local roadhouse. They're an immediate hit, and it looks like her plan will be a success. But the spotlight brings
with it dangerous eyes that covet Havyn and are jealous as she and John grow ever closer. But will they realize
the peril before it's too late?
Wilderness Defender Maggie K. Black 2021-05-25 Innocent lives are on the line… Can an officer and her K-9 partner
save them? With murderous poachers targeting rare blue bear cubs, Alaska trooper Poppy Walsh and her K-9
partner, Stormy, will do whatever it takes to stop them. But having to team up with her ex-fianc , park ranger
Lex Fielding, will be Poppy’s biggest test. When the poachers go after Lex’s young son, can Poppy and Lex overcome
their unresolved past…and survive a killer’s sights? From Harlequin Love Inspired Suspense: Courage. Danger. Faith.
Alaska K-9 Unit Book 1: Alaskan Rescue by Terri Reed Book 2: Wilderness Defender by Maggie K. Black
Teaching What Really Happened James W. Loewen 2018-09-07 James Loewen has revised Teaching What Really
Happened, the bestselling, go-to resource for social studies and history teachers wishing to break away from
standard textbook retelling of the past. In addition to updating the scholarship and anecdotes throughout, the
second edition features a timely new chapter entitled "Truth" that addresses how traditional and social media can
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distort current events and historical record. Helping students understand what really happened in the past will
empower them to use history as a tool to argue for better policies in the present. Our society needs engaged
citizens now more than ever, and this book offers teachers concrete ideas for getting students excited about
history while also teaching them to read critically. It will specifically help teachers and students tackle
important content areas, including Eurocentrism, the American Indian experience, and slavery. Book Features: an upto-date assessment of the potential and pitfalls of U.S. and world history education; information to help
teachers expect, and get good performance from students of all racial, ethnic, and socioeconomic backgrounds;
strateiges for incorporating project-oriented self-learning, having students conduct online historical reserch, and
teaching historiography; ideas from teachers across the country.
Lord Minto John Buchan 1924
Ever Constant (The Treasures of Nome Book #3) Tracie Peterson 2022-01-18 She's always determined to be the
stable, reliable one. But now her commitment may destroy her. On the surface, Whitney Powell is happy working
with her sled dogs and welcoming the new additions to her family through her sisters' marriages and an upcoming
birth. But her life is full of complications, including an estranged father, that have her on the edge of losing
control. Growing up, she was the strong sister, and she can't give that up now. When villagers in outlying areas
come down with a horrible sickness, Dr. Peter Cameron turns to Whitney and her dogs for help navigating the deep
snow, and they become close while ministering to the sick together. Peter has long recognized her finer qualities but
is troubled by the emotions and secrets she keeps buried within. He wants to help but wonders if she is more of a risk
than his heart can take. As sickness spreads throughout Nome and another man courts Whitney, she and Peter will
discover that sometimes it is only in weakness that you can find strength.
The California Birthday Book George Wharton James 1909
The Notebook Nicholas Sparks 2011-04-07 Celebrating 25 years of The Notebook - the classic novel which
became the heart-wrenching film. * Once again, just as I do every day, I begin to read the notebook aloud... Noah
Calhoun has returned from war and, in an attempt to escape the ghosts of battle, he sets his mind and his body to
restoring an old plantation home to its former beauty. But he is haunted by memories of the beautiful girl he met
there years before. A girl who stole his heart at the funfair, whose parents didn't approve, a girl he wrote to
every day for a year. When Allie Hamilton shows up on his doorstep, exactly as he has held her in his memory for
all these years, Noah has one last chance to win her back. Only this time, it's not just her parents in the way Allie is engaged and she's not a woman to go back on her promises. The Notebook is the love story to end all love
stories - it will break your heart, heal it back up and break it all over again. Praise for Nicholas Sparks: 'A
fiercely romantic and touching tale' Heat 'An A-grade romantic read' OK! 'Pulls at the heartstrings' Sunday Times
'An absorbing page-turner' Daily Mail 'This one won't leave a dry eye' Daily Mirror
New Mexico Sunset Tracie Peterson 2001-06-01 The saga of the Lucas, Monroe, and Dawson families, introduced
in New Mexico Sunrise, echoes across the vast open landscape of a state in its infancy. Now the next generation
must take up the pioneer spirit of their parents and lay claim to their place in a changing world. Pamela
Charbonneau thought The Heart's Calling was leading her back to Colorado - and her forbidden love - but it takes
a sudden turn when she forges a friendship with Jim Williams. Can she find her destiny along the barren westward
trail? Feeling stifled by her overprotective father, Daughtry Lucas answers an advertisement and becomes Mrs.
Nicholas Dawson in a marriage by proxy. Will this marriage between strangers succeed, or will Forever Yours
remain a distant dream because of Nick's dark past? Angelique Monroe can't resist a worthy cause, and this time
Angel's Cause is the women's suffrage movement. But her lifelong friend, Gavin Lucas, doesn't trust her new
political acquaintances. Who will Angel rely on when her life is on the line? Joelle Dawson and John Monroe
pledged their love and promised to marry in Come Away My Love, but the cruelties of life have victimized them both.
Can they find healing together, or are their hearts broken beyond repair? You'll be captivated by this collection of
four complete novels by award-winning author Tracie Peterson. The tales of inspiring love in New Mexico Sunset
are stories you'll treasure for years to come.
Where My Heart Belongs Tracie Peterson 2007-10-01 From a bestselling author, a touching story of a prodigal
daughter who learns it's never too late to come home, but will she find acceptance?
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Yukon Cowboy (Mills & Boon Love Inspired) (Alaskan Bride Rush, Book 4) Debra Clopton 2013-08-28 Hometown
girl Bethany Marlow moves back to Treasure Creek to open a wedding planning shop for all the new brides. But
when her former boss asks her to help lead a wilderness tour before she sets up shop, she can't refuse.
Billy Sunday, the Man and His Message William Thomas Ellis 1917
Alaska, the Great Country Ella Higginson 2020-07-31 Reproduction of the original: Alaska, the Great Country
by Ella Higginson
Forever My Own (Ladies of the Lake) Tracie Peterson 2021-07-06 In 1871, Kirstin Hallberg arrives in Duluth,
Minnesota, to find the city council intent on building a canal and ensuring the city's rise to greatness. She's come
to care for her elderly grandmother Lena Segerson only to discover Lena very full of life and full of secrets. For
when Kirstin opens their front door one day, she finds the brother she long thought dead on the other side. Domar
begs his sister to say nothing to their parents, viewing their grief as payment for falsely accusing him of bad
behavior years prior and driving him from their Swedish village. Caught between her brother's wishes and the chance
to ease her family's pain, Kirstin doesn't know which decision is right. When Domar's friend Ilian is hurt in an
accident, Kirstin and her grandmother volunteer to care for him. Ilian struggles with his own bitterness toward his
estranged father, heightened by his injured leg. He can now never return to logging, but the only other thing he
really knows and enjoys is making Mackinaw boats--but that would force him to seek his father's help. As he
recovers, a natural attraction starts between Ilian and Kirstin, but both are dealing with problems without easy
answers. With no clear way forward, can love ever thrive and the past be forgiven?

Mr. Punch's History of Modern England Charles Larcom Graves 1921
Ploughman of the Moon Robert William Service 2021-08-30 "Ploughman of the Moon" by Robert William Service.
Published by Good Press. Good Press publishes a wide range of titles that encompasses every genre. From wellknown classics & literary fiction and non-fiction to forgotten−or yet undiscovered gems−of world literature, we
issue the books that need to be read. Each Good Press edition has been meticulously edited and formatted to boost
readability for all e-readers and devices. Our goal is to produce eBooks that are user-friendly and accessible to
everyone in a high-quality digital format.
Christmas K-9 Protectors Maggie K. Black 2021-11-30 From New York Times Bestselling Author Lenora and USA
TODAY Bestselling Author Maggie K. Black Danger awaits in the icy winter shadows in two Alaska K-9 Unit
Christmas novellas Forensic scientist Tala Ekho and K-9 state trooper Ian McCaffrey investigate a thief whose
deadly agenda begins with jewels…and ends with Tala's murder in Maggie K. Black's Holiday Heist. And in Lenora
Worth's Alaskan Christmas Chase, criminal psychologist Mallory Haru, tech whiz Eli Partridge and a traumatized
K-9 must keep a teen out of the hands of a robbery gang. From Love Inspired Suspense: Courage. Danger. Faith.
Alaska K-9 Unit Book 1: Alaskan Rescue by Terri Reed Book 2: Wilderness Defender by Maggie K. Black Book 3:
Undercover Mission by Sharon Dunn Book 4: Tracking Stolen Secrets by Laura Scott Book 5: Deadly Cargo by
Jodie Bailey Book 6: Arctic Witness by Heather Woodhaven Book 7: Yukon Justice by Dana Mentink Book 8: Blizzard
Showdown by Shirlee McCoy
The Last Puritan George Santayana 1981-02 Published in 1935, George Santayana's The Last Puritan was the
American philosopher's only novel and it became an instant best- seller, immediately linked in its painful voyage of
self-discovery to The Education of Henry Adams. It is essentially a novel of ideas expressed in the birth, life, and
early death of Oliver Alden. In Oliver's case the puritanical self-destruction that prevented him from realizing his
own spirituality is transcended by his attainment of the type of self-knowledge that Santayana recommends
throughout his moral philosophy. The Last Puritan is volume four in a new critical edition of George Santayana's
wroks that restores Santayana's original text and provides important new scholarly information. Books in this
series - the first complete publication of Santayana's works - include an editorial apparatus with notes to the
text (identifying persons, places, and ideas), textual commentary (including a description of the composition and
publication history, along with a discussion of editorial methods and decisions), lists of variants and
emendations, and line-end hyphenations.
A History of American Literature Since 1870 Fred Lewis Pattee 1917
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Rancher Wants A Wife Kate Bridges 2014-08-01 A marriage to save them both… Among the responses Cassandra
Hamilton receives to her advertizement as a mail-order bride, one stands out–Jack McColton's. The last time she
saw him, she was a carefree girl, but tragedy has made her a cautious woman. Jack is mesmerized by his new
bride–Cassandra might bear the scars of recent events, but she's even more beautiful than he remembers. They both
have pasts that are hard to forget, but under the cloak of night, can their passion banish the shadows forever?
Mail-Order Weddings From blushing bride to rancher's wife!
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